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Introduction
During the 2019 annual meeting of the Mountain Sky Conference (MSC) we resolved  1

to help guide the body through the many different scenarios we might face following the 
decisions of General Conference (GC) earlier that year so that we could make decisions in an 
informed manner having heard from many people and places across our area.

To that effect, the plan development was to include listening sessions as a means to 
interactively communicate the various pathways being explored. The format included a 
PowerPoint with short video presentations by Bishop Karen Oliveto, Rev. Dawn Skerritt, Rev. 
Kent Ingram, and Rev. Calvin Hill each followed by a series of questions and time for 
discussion. Each session was facilitated by a Pathways team member and/or conference 
delegate and local clergy and lay leaders as available. The participant count in these sessions  
was in excess of 850 persons. 

    

Focus Group Sessions

Purpose
The intent of these sessions was to focus on creating understanding and enthusiasm for 

the pathways being explored and suggested and to help build a unity of purpose and vision. 
The information collected was shared with the Pathways team, the Delegates, the Bishop and 
the Cabinet for consideration in their work.

This final Pathways Focus Session report is based on a high level review of the 26 
reports submitted following the Focus Sessions held during November & December 2019 and 
January 2020. It is not a statistical analysis of the responses and represents the opinions of the 
Pathways team to help guide support for moving forward. 

 Petition to the 2019 Mountain Sky Conference - MSC-09  Moving Toward God’s Good Future  (https://bit.ly/2RKlzFJ) 1
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The sessions intentionally included a final question — “What do you want the Bishop, the 
Cabinet, and the Delegation to hear?”. Responses to that question are listed in the Appendix at 
the end of the report.

This report is being shared with the Bishop, the Cabinet, the Delegation and all people 
of the Mountain Sky Conference. It is hoped that this information will help us reflect on our 
diversity, strengths, and inclusiveness  and allow us to build a unity of purpose as we Move 
Toward God’s Good Future for our conference. 
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Findings
We believe the overall reaction to the Focus Sessions has been very positive. While the 

meetings have sometimes been contentious as people grapple with the realities of the future 
of the United Methodist Church and more particularly of the Mountain Sky Conference, they 
have also shown the spirit of some of our most defining qualities ….. inclusiveness, 
respectfulness, and genuine compassion about the future of our denomination.

The reports from the individual sessions collected a large and unfiltered amount of 
information. We have transcribed this information for each session into a single document for  
reference and reflection. Participants were made aware that this was a primary means of 
collecting feedback and hence they included constructive comments and in some instances, 
raw emotions.

The following are the major themes gleaned from the Focus Sessions and our comments:

Communication 
While many were appreciative of getting a chance to hear about the work of the 

conference and opportunity to discuss and share in our future, there were a number of 
expressions that it took too long or that plans were developing behind the scenes. 

The Focus Sessions may have been the first conversations many congregations have 
had about the future of the United Methodist Church following GC 2019. Many were 
learning for the first time how their local church fits within the puzzle of the connectional 
church and what it could/should mean for them. This was also a first opportunity to 
dialogue with other members about the issue of the United Methodist Churches evolving 
stance on human sexuality. This may suggest that there is an underlying need to be 
educational about the workings of our Annual Conference in relation to the local church 
as well what the Bible teaches about homosexuality. Additionally it underscores the need 
to communicate with clarity the many complex relationships both past and present which 
are shaping the movement and direction of our conference. 

Mountain Sky Conference Vision Statement 
Some expressed surprise that the MSC had a vision/mission statement. In some cases 

it was read following the first video to help ground the discussion groups in the values of 
the MSC. There may have been an unfamiliarity with the idea that beyond our mission to 
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make disciples for Jesus there is a way (vision) that is the expression our conference uses 
to carry out that mission. 

The creation of the Mountain Sky Conference from the Rocky Mountain and 
Yellowstone conferences produced a shared vision which appears to not be universally 
known by congregations. This could be an educational opportunity to review this vision 
and help churches to renew and/or build their own visions.

Scenario Feedback 
Due to the constraints of time and group sizes, not all could fully engage in discussion 

surrounding all the scenarios presented. Larger groups in particular, were asked to 
discuss and comment on just one of the scenarios. There seemed to be a general consensus 
that it was just too much to think about in such a short time. On the up-side however, the 
sessions did seem to generate a deeper desire to discuss these issues further in their 
churches and communities. It did appear during these Focus Sessions that participants 
were generally in support of the potential need for separation from the Traditional Plan — 
most probably as an autonomous entity.

In January a new plan was introduced (Protocol for Reconciliation and Gracious 
Separation) and consequently was not part of the discussions for most of the Focus 
Sessions. Since this information may represent a substantive shift in the possible scenarios 
discussed in the Focus Sessions, it would seem important to incorporate a new strategy to 
re-visit this with all congregations.

Given the lack of coherent discussions about the possible needs for the MSC to be 
prepared for the realities of GC 2020, we will need to continue exploring and refining our 
options and bring these possibilities before the members. 

Connections 
In response to question #2 (How does your church remain connected with other churches in 

the MSC?) following the first video by Bishop Karen, there were the following comments:
1. Local church: While there were examples of church to church connections, there were 

also admissions that many did not intentionally reach out to other regional churches 
enough (or at all).

2. Mountain Sky Conference: Most expressions of connection between the local church 
and the MSC were positive, although some still feel estranged. 
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3. General Conference: Although not directly expressed in comments, there seems to be 
a prevailing opinion that the local church has very limited connection (or influence) 
with the General Conference.
Answers to this question reveal lots of good news (churches are and feel connected!) 

and expose lots of need (churches don’t do enough to connect!). While many profess 
understanding the nature of connectionalism, the reality sometimes exposes the need to 
consider it more deeply. Raising the question has introduced the seed. Now the MSC needs to 
provide the soil and water to help it grow.

Traditional Plan Adherents 
There is support for the premise with regard to marriage as being between one man 

and one woman. However, there is generally a follow up sentiment that imposition of 
punishment may not be warranted although not universally. 

It seemed apparent that many were struggling with a feeling that they haven’t been 
heard and that the conference (and churches) have marginalized their viewpoint. This 
may suggest that our churches have been reluctant to discuss matters related to human 
sexuality and scripture. This is perhaps not surprising due to the complex nature by 
which we come to and hold our beliefs. Our challenge now is to address this issue at this 
opportune time and find ways to listen and learn from each other. 

Pastor Assignments 
There were several expressions of concern that the LGBTQ issue might include forced 

assignment of gay pastors to local congregations. This appears to drive a negative opinion 
about inclusion of broad LGBTQ support. Additionally, smaller congregations struggle 
with the potential divisive impacts these decisions (separation) might have on the 
viability of their churches.

There is a need to address appointments in light of the particular concerns raised. The 
process in general is perhaps little understood or appreciated and a timely reflection of 
why and how we approach assignments would benefit all.

Legacy Conferences 
There were lingering comments about the creation of the Mountain Sky Conference 

not yet feeling complete. This drove a “Rodney Dangerfield” reaction (no respect) that 
seemed to hinder a discussion about the future of the MSC.
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This topic, while not specific to the thrust of the Focus Sessions, reflects on our newly 
combined conferences and the need to heal lingering wounds. There is an opportunity 
now to build a stronger connection by acknowledging the continuing work needed to 
meld our conferences under a unified vision. 

Protocol for Reconciliation & Grace through Separation.
In early January, a new plan was introduced by a diverse group of church leaders to 

allow for a gracious separation. This late development unfortunately was not available 
during most of the Focus Sessions and deserves attention.

The Pathways team is in general agreement that this proposal, while still facing many 
hurdles, represents a hopeful picture for reconciliation at GC 2020. Since we did not include 
this in our Focus Session scenarios it would seem appropriate that the MSC consider 
formulating a position on the Protocol as introduced and offer encouragement for its 
possibilities to do a new thing. 
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Recommendations
1. Consistent and Transparent Communications

Following the decisions adopted by the 2019 Special General Conference, members and 
conferences were presented with a challenging task — to quickly decide how to respond to 
the direction the Traditional Plan would move the United Methodist Church into the future. 

The Mountain Sky Conference responded by creating petitions for consideration during 
annual conference a mere four months after. This short period required not only that an 
overall posture be developed, but that it be communicated to all churches in preparation for 
voting. While efforts were made (some successful, some not) there was a general sense of 
being underprepared to “set a pathway” at annual conference, yet that was what was needed.

So it is understandable that some in our conference are just now coming into the 
discussion. 

While it is difficult at best to communicate a strategy as it is unfolding, we should be 
working to engage in conversations and education that will help both those who are unaware 
of the implications of the 2019 Special General Conference decisions and those who have 
been considering this for a long time. 

And as we are approaching another short timeframe before General Conference 2020 it 
becomes necessary that we communicate clearly and quickly. 

Therefore Pathways recommends these following actions for consideration.
1. Continue with Quarterly reporting as committed to in MSC09 and include updates by the 

various teams. Consistent quarterly reporting will allow members to see “behind the 
scenes” and hear about what actions are happening as well as explanations about inaction 
due to timing or other issues.

2. Continue high level communications from the Bishop and Cabinet. These are helpful in 
leading our entire conference and speaking directly to the issue of our direction as an 
annual conference and our position on human sexuality. 

3. Other?

2. Programs to Explain the Mission & Vision of the Mountain Sky 
Conference

As noted in the discussion above, there is a general lack of understanding of the 
mission and vision of the Mountain Sky Conference. Our mission to make disciples we 
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believe is within the grasp of all, but our path or vision of how we do that as a conference 
deserves greater attention.

Pathways recommends the following for consideration:
1. Conduct webinars on the values and vision of the Mountain Sky Conference. This is 

presently being introduced in a Zoominar led by Bishop Karen Oliveto titled "Values & 
Vision of the Mountain Sky Conference” and we applaud this effort!

2. Encourage local congregations to engage in discussions about the MSC vision. Invite 
conference elders and district superintendents to visit local churches for the purpose of 
explaining the MSC vision and help answer questions.

3. Invite clergy and lay leaders to integrate our conference vision with the local church vision 
and values. This would help local churches engage or re-engage in defining their own 
visions and invite them to integrate the MSC perspective. 

3. Create Legislation for General Conference 2020
With the picture unfolding before us of the many plans and legislation submitted for 

GC 2020, we will need to consider alternate scenarios should GC 2020 reach an impasse. If 
some version of the Protocol or other exit plan is approved, we would need to bring forward 
proposed implementing petition(s). In that light Pathways recommends that we continue to 
explore directions including:

1. Establishment of an Autonomous Conference. This concept received support in the 
Focus Sessions and therefore we should have plans in place to move in this direction if 
there are no viable resolutions at GC 2020.

2. Options for Exiting in Place. This option might be necessary if GC 2020 doesn’t allow 
for separation and we need to define our values within the existing structure of GC.

3. Other. (This could include refining our core values and vision as well as exploring 
new organizational structures to lead us into our vision.)

4. Continue Focus Session Availability
The Focus Sessions were a first effort to reach out to the churches of the Mountain Sky 

Conference with information about our pathways leading into General Conference 2020. 
Many churches, particularly in rural areas have not been engaged in this process.

Pathways recommends the following:
1. Continue with a modified version of our Focus Session Presentations. Congregations 

needing additional information could request on-site visits or Zoom Sessions to meet their 
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needs. These materials would specifically condense and simplify the various scenarios 
based on what we have learned so far.

2. Provide video links to Focus Session materials. These would be “on demand” resources 
that could meet the needs of churches without the requirements of scheduling. They could 
be supplemented through the use of special topics such as those discussed above 
(Zoominar on Vision and Values)

3. Other?

5. Provide assistance to Local Church Pastors and Leaders
The decisions of Special GC 2019 put into motion the need for deeper conversations 

about human sexuality and the Bible. Some churches have proactively addressed these 
matters in their churches and others have not. These are hard discussions and we sometimes 
have left them out of the conversation for fear of not knowing how to approach our 
differences. 

The Pathways team recommends we explore some of theses deeper discussions:
1.  Providing biblical perspectives endorsing inclusiveness. In the Focus Session responses 

there were many affirmations that churches feel they are inclusive. Providing resources to 
help congregations explore what this means in the context of the present direction of the 
post 2019 GC decisions would be useful. 

2. Engage in opportunities to speak across the table. Some congregations may just now be 
realizing the need to have opportunities for honest dialogue about their different faith 
beliefs. Providing resources and opportunities for disparate biblical beliefs to share with 
one another in a hopeful and loving atmosphere may be helpful.

3. Other?

6. Response to Protocol for Reconciliation & Grace Through Separation
Due to the late arrival and interest in the Protocol of Reconciliation & Grace Through 

Separation Pathways recommends the following strategies be considered:
1. Develop materials to help explain the Protocol. Pastors and church leaders should be 

engaged in explaining the Protocol to their congregations and would benefit from an 
organized package of information. This could include specific overview text to briefly 
explain the Protocol, pamphlets outlining and comparing the five major plans, 
information on the organizational structure of the UMC and video references to further 
explain the Protocol’s diverse support.
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2. Conference endorsement of the Protocol. Given the positive feedback and broad 
coverage of the Protocol, some message of hope might be appropriate and useful for our 
members.

The Pathways team appreciates this opportunity to summarize and comment on the 
Focus Sessions. We will continue to receive and review input and update this report as 
deemed necessary.
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Appendix
Questions for the Bishop, Cabinet, and Delegation. 

The following were in response for direct feedback to the Bishop, Cabinet, and 
Delegation:

Work toward assuring everyone has a safe home (Triage team)
Communicate the MSC team purposes – what is happening behind the scene.
How are we addressing answers for the whole body? Honor all.
Encourage Bishop in her leadership
Concern: Not wanting Bishop Oliveto removed
What say do congregations have over all this, especially decision…
What will happen to Reconciling churches?
Will they go after our bishop?
Can we get Cliff Notes versions of the plans going into GC 2020?
Support the Bishop.  We agree that she is doing a good job.  
We are not making decisions for God, just for our church.  
We need MORE communication!  
"We love and support ALL.”
Keep doing what you are doing
We’re not God (defer to him)
We will remain with T.P. - not accept One Church. Use process to make the changes
More communication in the future.
We love and support all.
We need to follow Jesus: acceptance of all people. Be kind, loving
To remain a part of UMC would not be possible if the Traditional Plan continues.
Church is going to split
Indianapolis plan - 3 
Follow or change it
We are opposed to staying in or resisting Traditional Plan
Leaning more towards autonomy - possibly joining the AC’s
Believe the current B.O. Discipline limits us and needs to be completely re-done - 
new name for sure! Along with completely new governance system. It is part (a 
large part) of why we’re in this chaos.
Change Discipline
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Remain autonomous locally - free to make decisions pertaining to our community
Affirming - the teachings of Jesus - the love of Jesus Christ for All people.
We want you to do something, fix it.
Be honorable.
Look at both sides, not pick and choose.
Keep it as simple as Jesus would.
Ask good questions so we can hear what answer is.
Quit thinking of the power positions but start thinking about the Christ-like 
decisions.
One set of rules doesn’t always work for everyone. Churches in Denver don’t 
always have the same as rural churches. (But we also acknowledge that there are 
some similarities)
We are having a tough time trying to recruit for the United Methodist Church 
because we are embarrassed by what is going on in the greater church.
We don’t see problems in our little churches.
Pray for our church, delegates, conference leadership
Accountability
There is some frustration with past history of telling the church what to do. 
Offer that if it’s not already built in, will each church have a vote for themselves? 
Will individual churches have a vote on their future?
We wanted to make sure we are getting comments from both sides. 
Neither side is sharing the opinion of the other side. 
When a decision is made, we want the whole story from both sides. 
Our church membership rolls have changed because of this divisiveness. 
The whole world is looking at what Methodists are doing and how we are treating 
each other. 
There needs to be a clear distinction that Traditional plan only affects clergy and 
marriages, not other LGBTQ persons. 
One Church Plan - ???? <Need information> 
Be nice. Treat each other with respect.
I would hope that from these groups, whatever you take back to them, that they 
would really seriously consider what we have been talking about and make their 
decisions based on what the people want.
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What I heard from the conversation today is we like living together. We have our 
bumps and warts, and we like arguing with each other, but that just pushes me to 
be a more well-rounded individual.
I wish I could say that I personally felt that we as a whole are deeply committed to 
keeping the family together. But there are people so strongly committed to their 
position, that they’re ready to walk. But there are people who are equally 
committed to keeping everyone together.
Think a conference-wide electronic survey is a great idea. This could be done 
similarly to the UM Mainstream Survey back in May. The voice of those not in the 
room at the Focus Groups.
I feel totally unprepared to make a decision on how to proceed at this moment. 
How dare you ask me!!! I am just now finding out most this info. Our church is 
uniformed about most of this!
I am taken off guard that you are asking me to vote. This “Focus” session are 
dishonestly represented. You have manipulated us! me, especially!!! 
It seems to me the Book of Discipline needs to be changed in order to move 
forward. Also if there’s a 88% (?) majority voting for the Traditional way the 
majority must want it to stay the same. My feeling - I would like to see the wishes 
of the Bible followed. Show passages in the Bible where God is not against gays 
and homosexuals to convince us to change.
Move away from this destructive focus & move toward worship, missions & 
acceptance.
I believe God would have us leave the “United” Methodist Church and Join the 
Wesleyan Covenant Association
I will not say I left my church - I will say she left me. 
Our church will listen to the holy spirit to lead us. Showing our spiritual growth 
thru loving our neighbor
Barriers for small churches to send delegate to conference for vote
You are supported (Bishop).
Punitive plan needs to be abolished.
Our Bishop - We love and support her.
If it comes down to it would leave with the Western Jurisdiction.
Support UMCOR’s mission.
Care deeply about UMCOR and Wespath
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We care more deeply - All accepted as fully participating children of God without 
penalty.
Without full inclusion, we must split.
Overturn Traditional plan or modify it’s most punitive
We think we should stay together to see how things shake out w/ Judicial Council 
rulings - other developments we can’t force of GC2020…
• If we separate too soon before we have lost options -
• We think staying as a “burr” under the saddles may be worthy - even short 

term option
We should/can best spend the next months doing process like Lay Academies or 
Ministry events to help all or local congregations know who and what we are. 
(Something we can do)
Take all of the “noninclusive language” out of the discipline
That we know that within our conference there are churches with different 
attitudes and we believe that we can stay together as a denomination while 
allowing each church to do what they feel called to do.
As leaders - educate, create safe environment for discussion.
One church solution, but not the Traditional Plan
Options to be reconciling church
Context of local realities - define self
Apportionments healthy
Can’t support punishment or leaving people out, feeling unwelcome.
People first
Communicate w/ us honestly, faithfully, & clearly.
Freedom to love God & serve in discipleship with others
I can’t live against my principles. I can’t be part of church the I can’t support
Pray - this is learning moment - Follow God’s will.
Love God, love neighbor and remember who we serve.
Our lives are between us & God.
Want we love you, support wisdom, appreciate your work - please come up w/ 
most loving plan
Amen to above
Remember 3 simple rules:
• Do no harm
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• Do good
• Stay in love w/God
We’re keeping you in our hearts & prayers
We’re all God’s children - get along
Time for something new
Remember you(r) rural churches who feel they lack influence and are slower/more 
resistant to change
Rural areas tend to be more conservative and not as diverse.
We have traditional values and believe we need to follow scripture. 
We want to keep our church building and control our funds of the MSC
Want to change - they can leave the UMC.
Ride and see what is arrived at by the General Conference
What happens to all the assets if the breakup happens?
Focus groups Vitaly important for small churches; thank you!
Big conference swallowed up the little conference
Not top down - nor bottom up; but a compromise and supportive from both fronts
Bishop Karen’s visits were wonderful
Courage to make changes; cannot stay w/ the Traditional Plans; which will kill the 
local church
Courage to stand for your beliefs of inclusiveness
We continue to pray for you
Listen to rural churches
The cabinet doesn’t speak for us
Don’t assume metro are knows what rural wants/needs
Usher in the kingdom of God. Ask  as if Jesus has already come.
Let us form our own conference in needed
Be Bold
I am overwhelmed
If we aren’t going to be who we say we are Open Hearts, Open Minds, Open 
Doors, then change it.
Make the language in layman’s terms
Why would we want to stay in a conference that isn’t inclusive
It’s a no-brainer, why all the problems.
The Discipline should not address homosexuality at all.
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Before saying anything, consider:
1. Is it true?
2. (If the answer to 1. Is “yes”)  -  Is it necessary?
3 (If the answer to 2.is “yes”)   -  Is it kind?
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